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Executive Summary
The purpose of this document is to inform “you”, the client, of the construction plan and
construction methods we will employ throughout this project by means of subcontractors on
the awarded Sandford Access Bridge Project. We believe that you have made the right
decision in selecting us has your final choice to carry out the refurbishment works. We
understand the difficult of the task ahead of us in completing these much needed
maintenance works, and we also understand the fact that care needs to be administered to
preserve the heritage of the site.
The bridge was built in the 1970s and it spans over the Sandford Lock bypass channel on
the River Thames. It is approximately 6km South of Oxford city centre (Figure 1). It provides
vehicular access to Sandford Lock for operational use, but being part of the Thames Path
National Trail, it is used mostly for recreational purposes. The bridge is 40m long with five
spans and carries a 3m wide roadway.

Current Problems
The bridge was originally designed to carry a load of 18 tonnes gross vehicle weight. In
2007, a routine condition inspection was carried out by “you”, the Environment Agency and
identified that the carrying capacity of the bridge had been reduced to 3 tonnes gross weight
and, restricted the bridge use to only cars and vans.
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Figure1: Location plan
Reasons for a New Deck
So what we have been contracted to complete, as the consultant is to plan the construction
activities to minimize the amount of disruption from these construction works on this
weakening bridge. Feasibility studies were carried out and it was recommended to
implement the preferred option, ‘to remove and dispose of the existing bridge deck and
replace with the new precast bridge deck to the current British standards’. The duration of

the construction works is 12 weeks and the total project duration from the planning stage is
36 weeks. To carry out the construction work it would be necessary to close the footpath and
the cycle path for several weeks. This would cause significant disruption to the local
residents. It is important that the community are consulted about these works and their
needs accounted for when planning the scheme.

Technical
Condition of the Bridge Deck
The physical condition of the bridge current is not defective, from inspection reports, but
concerns are that the current bridge over capacitation will cause damage to the bridge if
current conditions are sustained and eventually cause harm to the commuters using the
bridge.

Site Investigation
We will arranged to have the bridge inspected by our bridge engineers and a subcontracted
surveyor. Both our engineer and the subcontracted surveyor will be on site when we inspect
the bridge, this to help us with our surveying reports and provide us with specialist
equipment to identify fault or future such as fatigue which can go undetected for a prolonged
period and cause suddened failure of the concrete structure supporting the access bridge.
Our site investigation will include visual inspections to determine the condition of the
superstructure. We believe that by using the mythological we will be able to save the project
a considerable amount of money of the lifecycle cost as we will be able to rectify cost
problems early. If additionally ground investigation is necessary will we employ the following
techniques:
Trial Pitting
Trial pitting can be carried out by a variety of methods from hand dug
pits to machine excavated trenches.
Trial pitting is generally carried out to a maximum depth of 4.5m with
standard excavation plant and, depending on soil conditions, is
generally suitable for most low rise developments.

Window Sampling and Dynamic Probe
Testing
Window sampling is carried out by either
track mounted percussive samplers or hand
held hydraulic percussive samplers.

Cable Percussive Boreholes
Cable percussive boreholes are a common
method of site investigation. Using a land rover towed rig or a
specialist cut down rig suited to restricted access locations.

Rotary Boreholes
Rotary drilling techniques are employed where boreholes are
required in very dense gravel or bedrock.

Designing Concrete Decking
The choice of decking will the responsibility of our structural
designer. They will decide whether the slabs need for the new
decking need to be fire resistant, what type of composite
material is needed to resist the applied loading, the propping
requirements, the deflections of each composite member,
comparing these calculations with varies different British
standards, predict them when construction starts and inservice, as well as, designing the decking profile.

Piles
As the recorded drawings for this project particular are non-existent, due to the lack of
importance placed on archiving project data in past times, the length of the piles buried
underwater and in the soil below the seabed cannot be easily obtained. It is very important to
know these lengths, as it we help us to design the new modifications to the existing bridge
with greater speed and help us determine some properties about the overall strength of the
bridge. In this situation laser scanning of the riverbed to establish the water depth is our
preferred route, along with parallel seismic testing to establish the pile length underwater.
Parallel Seismic testing involves send vibrations through the soil parallel to the existing piles
in places and recording the time taken for the wave to hit the concrete section, as the
equipment travel further down the soil at some point the receiver stops picking up a signal,
this point would be the bottom of the pile.

Strength of concrete
Concrete core testing to is a non-destructive method we will us to confirm the type and
determine the strength of the structure. It involves removing a section of in-situ concrete and
testing for hardness according to American Society of the International Association for
Testing and Materials codes. Other tests include the Penetration resistance test used to
check the variation in quality of the concrete, and the rebound test used to determine the
compressive strength, all non-destructive concrete strength tests.
Project Team
We assure from the very beginning of this project, we have some of the most experienced
and talented individuals placed on this project. We have spent time picking out resources
from our multidisciplinary team with particular skills and related experience of working with
water, lock structure design, bridge design and construction. These people have
backgrounds rooted in civil engineering, construction site management and quantity
surveying and contract management. Below is our Project Team hierarchy:

Consultant Engineering Team
Charlotte Weiss
Director of
Engineering

Rob Walters
Engineering
Manager

Manuel Oliveira
Subcontracts
Manager

Sharleen Olutipe
Lead Civil
Engineer

Bashir Yuguda
Project Manager

Dan Wilson
Senior Civil
Engineer

Mrs. Ngozi
Okonjo-Iweala
Senior Quantity
Surveyor

Neil Wilson
Graduate
Quantity Surveyor

Vanessa Williams
CAD Technician

Mrs. Omobola
Johnson
Senior Structural
Engineer

Kate Beckinsale
Graduate
Structural Engineer

Management of Activities
Charlotte Weiss is our Engineering Director, she as has a very strong academic background
completing degrees in civil engineering and project management, doing very well in previous
position with our direct competitors. She was the one overseeing the initial project tender for
the project and putting together the tender draft fees. The acquisition of a person like her is
critical to our business, and we know that “you” will find her a pleasure to deal with. To assist
Charlotte with this mammoth task is Rob Walters our Engineering Manager who background
is routed on site working as a site engineering and eventually making it in the office
environment, his has experience working with different construction materials bring them
together to form architectural masterpieces according to specific plan.
Beyond that is our Lead Civil Engineer, Sharleen Olutipe, experience in Bridge design and
refurbishments. She is very important as she will be channel that the senior or graduate
engineering members use to communicate with other member of these teams such as the
engineering manager. We cannot give enough credit to our senior and graduate members as
they do the important technical leg work needed for the subcontractors to do their jobs
correctly. The team includes Dan Wilson, Senior Civil Engineer, Mrs. Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala,
Senior Quantity Surveyor, Graduate Quantity Surveyor, Neil Wilson, Vanessa Williams, CAD
Technician, Mrs. Omobola Johnson, Senior Structural Engineer, and finally, Kate Beckinsale
our Graduate Structural Engineer.

Design Activities
We are very meticulous in our search when it comes to arranging the right subcontractor to
do you work. We do not compromise on value of work in exchange of time and money. And
we certainly do not put health and safety in front of making a profit. We have gone through a
lengthy auditing process to place experience subcontractor on a verified list based on work
done previously on other smaller jobs.
According to the inserted activities list mentioned in the business case, we plan to schedule
the construction activities in a similar order to maintain continuity with our original plan.
At this presents moment the Sandford Access Bridge is made up of several large
longitudinal concrete slabs used on its bridge deck, it sits on six concrete cast piers which
are equal space spanning the 40m distance across the bridge, and on both side of the
bridge are safety barrier made of steel to prevent commuter’s or vehicles falling off the sides

of the bridge. Our team of CAD Technicians and Engineers have work together to produce
the drawings below together with the modification to the original deck has drawn together
with the modification to the original deck has drawn of the existing bridge from our surveys
and desktop studies. We have chosen the three of the most viable options for the
modification on this bridge, Substructure Option (2b) One is the removal of the entire
longitudinal sections of the bridge and replacing it with and better grade of concrete, those
increasing the overall strength of the bridge. Substructure Option (2a) Two is the complete
removal of the existing bridge desk and replacing it with a new wider and stronger bridge
deck. Option Three is a complete replacement of the bridge. All options have the advantages
which revolve around cost. A costing table is included to help you make a more informed
decision.
It show that Option three is the most costly, followed by Option (2a), and then Option (2b),
costs include design fees as well as additional material costs for the more costly solutions.
We chose Substructure Options (2a) Two because, it is a cost effective solution to maintain
and extend the life of the existing asset. There are H&S, quality and economic benefits for
using prefabricated steel beams and pre-cast deck slab units for the new deck reduces onsite activity. The ecological impact on the environment is minimised by re-using the existing
sub-structure, and construction disturbance to civilians is reduced by provides safe vehicle
access for maintenance of Sandford Lock, Sandford Weir and maintains existing Thames
Path.
Cost Comparison for options

Option 2 a
Element

Construction
GI & Survey
Agency staff
Fees (design &
supervision)
Fees (cost consultant)
Fees (contractor)
Compensation
Environmental
enhancement
Other (CDMc, Land
Agent etc)
Contingency (95%)
Sub Total
PV Maintenance
Total PV Cost

Option 2b

Deck
Deck replacement
Replacement only only (smaller units)

Option 3
Bridge
Replacement

(£)
511,000
0
25,000

(£)
377,000
0
25,000

(£)
894,000
0
25,000

78,500

77,500

174,000

32,000
44,000
Nil

28,000
34,000
Nil

48,000
75,000
Nil

5,000

5,000

5,000

10,000
79,500
785,000
285,000
1,070,000

10,000
79,500
636,000
285,000
921,000

10,000
79,500
1,310,500
285,000
1,595,500

Substructure Option (2b) One

New deck cross section

Existing deck cross section

Substructure Options (2a) Two

New Deck cross section

Environment Considerations
It is important to minimise the environmental impacts through recycling and reusing the
existing bridge deck and minimum damage to the surrounding environment. Necessary to
prepare an environmental action plans and waste management plans for the project. Reusing the existing sub-structure proved to be the most sustainable of solutions in terms of
cost, material use and carbon footprint of the other technically viable solutions. However, it is
necessary to do the appropriate site investigation work to make sure that the substructure is
strong enough to undertake the 18 tonne loading capacity.

Environmental
Our design team placed an emphasis on minimising the environmental impact and carbon
footprint during the plan of this project, we set targets of having zero major environmental
incidents, less than 81% of aggregates used in our project come from secondary/recycled
sources, less than 20% of wastes from projects to go to landfill, 100% of timber to come from
sustainable sources and manage to reduce our carbon footprint to less than 10%.

Social economic
We select a workforce who are skilled and trained to do the jobs we need, we do not want to
hire overly qualified workers, and we want to develop the skill sets of the younger
generation, so we have a go balance of senior site engineer, and a small percentage of
junior/apprentice engineers on our site guaranteed by our suppliers and subcontractors. In
this way we can ensure the workforce of the future, a skilled national workforce and the
ability to achieve more on larger projects.

Sustainability
Sustainability in our construction project was promoted as a priority when delivering this
project. We filter this message through to our suppliers, and have received positive
feedback. We have procedures will we be implementing in the construction phase of this
project, one of them is to use stone rip rap as our river bank protection instead of using
sheet piles.

Innovation
Our study show that the removal of original deck and replacement with a new deck requires
a smaller crane for lifting and positioning which reduced the carbon emissions by many
tonnes than if we pick the option of replacing the whole bridge. We will consider crushing the
old decking material on-site then reused the aggregate on a nearby site instead of wasting or
importing/exporting the aggregate off-site.

Ethical standards
We listen to the communities in the areas that we work in, and they have as much of a share
in the project as we do, furthermore we do not encourage the use of any toxic oils, rather we
suggest using biodegradable fluids instead. All of our timber is sourced for a sustainable
resource, and we press the compliance of the SHE CoP regulations.

Health and Safety
The first activity of ours is the consideration of potential health and safety issue that might
occur when the operation is in full functionality. This requires us to perform a risk
assessment. Our paramount concern is our need to protect members of the public, ones
who will not be wearing gear suitable for onsite works. For this reason, we have no other
option but to close the bridge, parts of Sandford Lane, and the pedestrian footpath
surrounding the bridge. We also have instructed the subcontractor to have foremen on hand

to supply member of the public with enough information needed for them to understand the
reason for the inconveniences, being careful not to release confidential information.
Our assessment of the risk exposure to the subcontractor and site visitors differs from that of
a pedestrian/pubic member. It is absolutely necessary that all wear PPE on site, without it
our rule is such that the individual cannot have access to the site. Our reasoning comes from
the type of the equipment present, and the likelihood of a dangerous situation happening.
We will use equipment such as concrete cutting saws, demolition machinery and other tools
on top of the bridge to remove the bridge deck. We are also going to be placing concrete
crushers in close proximity to the bridge substructure as well.
When work is at its peak individuals need to be cautious about their own health and safety,
as multiple activities will be happening at once. But “we” the contractor has the ultimate
responsibilities to stop construction work in situations where the subcontractor is not
compliant we health and safety regulations.

Construction Activities
Site Rules
On site we expect all company employee, subcontractors and contractors to be legal
compliance with governmental and company regulations, improvement in behaviour and onsite techniques, and to complete a site induction. The site induction will outlines procedure
Housekeeping is a word used on a construction site to mean maintaining a relatively clean
environmental state on site, this includes practices such as keeping debris free of walkways,
and keeping possession and tools in miscellaneous positions to avoid personal accidents.

Bridge Deck Removal
In the removal of the bridge deck, we recommend that one man manoeuvrable concrete
cutter in available on the site, one of these will be sufficient, on this small deck as two will be
too much of a hazard. When a section is cut and crane will come in a lift out the section, and
it will be crushed on site. An image of this is shown below.

Replace Deck
To replace the bridge deck, the new bridge deck we order will and must be deliver on site,
on time to avoid delay in construction to civilians and to the construction schedule, it will be

lifted of the delivery truck by the onsite crane, and then position in place by and few senior
works guiding it with physical force, into position as the crane lowers it on the substructure.

Detailed Replacement Deck

Construction Schedule
Gantt Chart
This chart show our construction schedule and methodology, for more information see
Appendix.

Critical Line diagram
Our critical path analysis is a projections of the minimum time taken for the construction
activities to be complete, for more information see Appendix.

Appendix:

PLANNING STAGE
Planning and approval for the project
1
to start
2 Condition Survey
3 SI works
Prepare feasibility report and signed
4
off
Prepare business case and obtaining
5
approval
6 Prepare the tender documents
Send out the tenders for Design and
7
Build Contract
8 Tender Return
9 Tender award
DESIGN STAGE
10 Designs start
11 Design completed and signed off
12 Footpath diversion
13 Prefabrication of concrete deck units
CONSTRUCTION STAGE
14 Site Mobilisation
Removing the existing deck and
15
beams
16 Placing the beams
17 Placing the deck
18 Placing the parapet
Concreting and placing tarmac for the
19
bridge deck
20 Signage and fixing the security gates
21 Construction complete
FINAL STAGE
22 Demobilising and site clearance
23 Hand back to the Client

3 MONTHS

2 MONTHS

1 MONTH

6 MONTHS

2 MONTHS

1 MONTH

1 MONTH

3 WEEKS

1 WEEK
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